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Let
) (x P and ) (x Q be polynomials defined over the Integers modulo a
is not uniquely determined (mod p ) from just ) (x A and p ; using Mathematica, we have found counterexamples. However, when
, we have not found counterexamples, but neither have we proved that the solution is unique. More pertinent for this correspondence is the question: is finding such a pair of polynomials a hard problem? That is, can one find such a pair from just ) (x A and p without testing all possible factorizations
and checking for the congruence until a match is found? Because
the number of such pairs is exponential in p . Identity (1) 
From equation (2) we get
Since computing the EEA is simple (polynomial in the size of the input), the problem of computing
is simple; but its inverse, the computation of
is assumed hard. The application of one-way functions to digital signatures is straightforward [4] . A would-be signer publishes ) (x A as a public key. To prove authenticity, the signer presents ) (x P . Since, as assumed, the problem of determining ) (x P from ) (x A is hard, we accept the signer as authentic.
